The human–nonhuman binary exerts tremendous influence in Western societies where social, cultural, and legal orders have taken shape through a species divide that values humans above all other beings. Although the human–nonhuman distinction and anthropocentric value-system are formative to Western societies, it would be a mistake to read their effects in isolation. Human problematizations about nonhuman beings are rarely ever just about the nonhuman, but mediated by other circuits of difference. This intersectional claim that ideas of species difference and nonhumans are affected by other hierarchies of difference is relatively new to intersectionality theory, which has taken human lives as its focus in showcasing the interrelatedness of gendering, racializing, and other difference dynamics. Nevertheless, more and more scholars are attending to the connections between speciesism, racism, sexism, and other forms of oppression. For many, demonstrating these connections is a way to represent animal exploitation as a serious issue to an audience typically immersed in humanist epistemologies. Rather than merely argue, however—as prominent animal ethics theories have previously done—that speciesism is like racism and sexism, intersectional posthumanist theory goes farther to reveal how these logics of domination are intertwined. The intersectional claim about species brings animals and their experiences into the zone of ethical regard and justice within critical theoretical frameworks. I seek to add to the strength of this intersectional claim by unpacking the racialized, religious, classed, and gendered dimensions of anticruelty legislation both in their genesis and in their current forms. By “anticruelty legislation” I am referring to statutes that either as a whole or through specific provisions prohibit certain uses and activities involving animals, violations of which constitute a criminal or regulatory offense, and/or incorporate a generic offense against the “unnecessary suffering” or “inhumane” treatment of animals (or words to similar effect). In the United States, all fifty states have these types...
of anticruelty statutes or provisions as part of their criminal law. Despite the variation in specific wording and content, two of the hallmark features of US anticruelty legislation (similar to their historical antecedents and international counterparts) are (1) the outlawing of animal neglect and abandonment and certain forms of animal fighting and baiting; and (2) a generic provision that makes unnecessary or otherwise unwarranted or inhumane suffering an offense. It is these elements of anticruelty legislation that come under close scrutiny here. To discuss US federal initiatives in this area, my reference to “anticruelty laws” also reaches beyond their traditional location in criminal law to include subject-area specific statutes at the federal level that seek to ensure “humane” standards and thus regulate animal suffering involved in a particular activity.

My aim is to showcase how laws against animal cruelty create proximity in the social constructedness of various forms of difference. Specifically, laws directed at cruelty to animals have helped sustain a discourse of civilization that cuts across and animates hierarchical logics of race, religion, class, and gender. Such laws can be impugned for their imperial contributions. This analysis, then, underscores a different problem with anticruelty laws than what animal law scholars have emphasized. This more familiar critique, inspired by the influential work of the American law professor Gary Francione, stresses the inefficacy of these laws in preventing animal suffering, labeling them “welfarist” because of their mandate to regulate animal exploitation rather than prevent it. My argument seeks to add to the important work that Francione has done in pointing out the severe shortcomings of anticruelty laws by focusing here on the imperial underpinnings of these welfarist laws.

I begin by discussing the emergence of anticruelty statutes in the common law and their impact in the colonial project. Legislation targeting animal cruelty first emerged in the United States and England in the nineteenth century; similar statutes soon spread throughout the United States and the British Empire. Far from representing concerted action to uproot violence against animals, legislation instead reinforced civilizing missions with respect to both domestic and colonial populations through a legislative purpose that can be properly understood only by reference to race, religious, class, and gender dynamics. I then reveal how the civilizing purposes of anticruelty statutes continue to shape contemporary anticruelty jurisprudence. These laws are still used to domesticate populations marginalized by race, class, culture, and religion, and to signal civilizational superiority.

In tracing the contributions of anticruelty laws to civilization discourses that have and still do stratify humans along multiple grounds, the analysis
highlights the selective register by which these laws function, namely, effectively targeting minoritized practices and immunizing majoritarian ones. By minoritized practices I am referring to those uses and treatment of animals that are perceived to transgress dominant cultural norms; at times, such practices are represented as the deviant actions of aberrant individuals within the majoritarian society, and at other times they are attributed to ethnically, racially, religiously, or class-based subcultural groups within society.

In advancing this argument, my claim is not that civilizational thinking was the only rationale for these statutes or that genuine concern about animal suffering was absent from the motivations of legislators in voting on bills or amendments or of judges in interpreting these laws. Nor do I wish to discount the roles played by individual political personalities in the rise of anticruelty legislation in different common law jurisdictions and those members of the dominant cultural elite who went against majoritarian sentiment and advocated for better, more comprehensive protections. Instead, I wish to excavate the role anticruelty statutes played in civilizational thinking both in the metropole and in the colonies, and the residual impact of their early civilizational rationale in contemporary jurisprudence.

The Genesis of Anticruelty Statutes

Contemporary anticruelty statutes are a product of the Enlightenment and the contested ideas about difference and natural hierarchies that materialized in that formative era in Western political and cultural thought. Exploring the genesis of anticruelty legislation reveals the variety of social currents and individual personalities that played a part in enacting and amending these laws over almost two centuries in different continents and countries. One such social current—civilizational ideology steeped in power relations of class, gender, religion, and race—helped mobilize these statutes into being in the United Kingdom and settler societies. In particular, the literature indicates several factors that were critical to the instigation of anticruelty statutes. These related to changing societal attitudes about the role of domesticated animals and civilizing missions centered on discourses of class, race, and religion. Before discussing the influence of these factors more fully, it is useful to recall the legal context in which the statutes arose and their legal effects.

Legal Instantiations

Prior to the enactment of anticruelty legislation, common law (i.e., judge-made law as opposed to statutory law) did not provide any specific protections against
cruelty toward animals. The only legal actions available before legislation appeared in this area were actions based on infringing another’s property rights or relating to other charges such as nuisance, mischief, or disturbing the public peace. As David Favre and Vivien Tsang comment in their review of the rise of these statutes in the United States during the nineteenth century, the law permitted men to treat their animals, along with their wives and children, as they wished; property rights and attendant ideas about the importance of the sanctity and privacy of the home for male property owners precluded state intrusion either through legal regulation or through judicial attention.

The legal concept of cruelty toward animals crystallized through legislation. The first major anticruelty statute in English jurisprudence was Martin’s Act in the UK in 1822; it was limited to animals considered “cattle” (predominantly cows and other major farm animals) and covered other domestic animals only in 1835. In the United States, the first state anticruelty statute appeared a year earlier in Maine in 1821, but it is the New York law enacted in 1828 that is typical of US statutes enacted during this part of the nineteenth century. As Favre and Tsang point out, like many of its counterparts, the New York law contained two divergent clauses: prohibiting interference with one’s animals through acts that “kill, maim or wound,” but also enjoining anyone, including the owner, from “cruelly” beating or torturing these animals. The first clause replicated the preexisting “malicious mischief” laws directed at stopping third parties from damaging owners’ interests in their property; by incorporating the second type of clause, anticruelty statutes were regarded as different from the earlier “malicious mischief” provisions represented by the former clause. Thus, on their face, anticruelty laws began to shift from the singular preoccupation with third-party interference with ownership rights in animals by including provisions against cruelty regardless of whether the animal at issue was owned by the accused or by someone else (wild animals, which were excluded from malicious mischief laws, continued to be excluded from anticruelty statutes).

Anticruelty laws, however, were still primarily directed at “cattle,” a category that included cows, sheep, and other economically significant farm animals. Various other states followed the 1828 New York law by enacting similarly worded legislation over the next thirty years, also restricting their application to this select group of animals. With their focus on cattle, these early statutes prioritized economically significant animals and were meant to target the behavior of third parties that would diminish the value of a major source of owners’ assets. Even where these statutes made it an offense for owners to beat and torture their own animals, the rationale for these types of provisions was to express “concern . . . for the moral state of the human actor, rather than
the suffering of the non-human animals.” The offense was understood as an assault on public morals and not a direct harm to the animal.

Anticruelty statutes continued to apply only to animals that held economic value for almost the next forty years in the United States. It was only in 1867, as part of a set of substantive amendments, that the scope of the New York law was broadened to include other domestic animals. Favre and Tsang observe that the 1867 legislation was a milestone for animals, as its purpose was to address animal suffering rather than protect the value of commercially coveted animals. Yet it is critical to note that these statutes were still motivated by anthropocentric interests (to elevate humans and public morals) and contained offense parameters that made it difficult to prosecute offenses. Further, when the underlying enforcement and interpretation of these latter statutes are probed, the property priorities become apparent. As Francione shows in his generative study of American case law in this field, when judges came to interpret the legislation, they typically inquired into the necessity of the animal suffering to determine the presence of “cruelty.” In the calculation of what is “necessary” suffering and thus not “cruel,” the property and other culturally accepted interests of humans always outweighed the interests of animals to justify the suffering as “necessary.” Francione calls this structural aspect of anticruelty legislation “legal welfarism” and identifies it as the reason that anticruelty statutes were so ineffective in protecting animals and, conversely, so reliable at securing anthropocentric interests.

Although anticruelty statutes did not protect animals from the bulk of the routinized violence inflicted on them—a situation that continues today, given that these laws in the United States and elsewhere closely resemble their historical antecedents—they were effective in communicating norms about what constituted appropriate human behavior toward animals. As Francione concludes from his review of American anticruelty cases, “the vast majority of cases in which defendants are found to have violated anticruelty laws involve the neglect of domestic animals, rather than the commission of affirmative acts”; in these situations it is mostly farm animals and the “socially undesirable destruction of property” through neglect and abandonment that the law impugns. Where actual affirmative acts are at issue, it is only “socially undesirable” behavior seen to be “deviant” and unrelated to socially acceptable pursuits, traditions, and identities (most notably, the maximization of social wealth and economic efficiency) that triggers these statutes. Anticruelty laws do not affect customary practices that are part of the social fabric or part of accepted institutional use of animals. As Francione emphasizes at the close of his study, “Legal welfarism provides for a level of animal welfare—and only
that level of welfare—that is consistent with the efficient exploitation of the animal given the particular use involved.”

I want to build on Francione’s analysis of legal welfarism by exploring the discourses of difference embedded in the legal welfarist classifications of violent human behavior toward animals, between what is acceptable and what, in contrast, is not because the behavior transgresses public morals and undermines human character. In this section I uncover the influence that discourses of civilization exerted in advancing ideas about what were proper public morals in the British context.

**Human Character, Public Morals, and Civilization Standards**

Postcolonial feminist scholars have generated a rich literature on how certain perceived gendered practices were harnessed as evidence of the cultural backwardness of colonial groups and used to justify colonial legal interventions as part of the overall civilizing mission. Less examined as part of law’s role in civilizing missions is the similar deployment of anticruelty legislation in the colonies and its related effects in the metropole.

*Cultivating Civilized Tastes at “Home”—a New Attitude toward (Some) Animals*

A gradual shift in societal conceptualizations of the human–nonhuman animal relationship during the Enlightenment influenced the development of anticruelty sentiment, helping to set the stage for eventual legislation. This shift evolved through class, race, religion, and gender identifications that materialized amid urbanization. Upper-class Victorian society, and then, as wealth spread, middle-class constituencies, embraced romanticism and sentimentality—highly gendered and class-based concepts—with regard to animals they kept at home as companions. Even lower-class families began the practice of keeping animal companions for affection purposes, resulting in unparalleled and unconventional proximity to animals by many in society. Corwin Kruse articulates how this overall societal shift in sensibilities affected the animal advocacy movement as follows: “Victorians no longer viewed animals as commodities or tools, but as companions and even members of the family. For many, animals became objects of sentimentality rather than [simply] utility.”

Having animals in such close quarters provided the opportunity to relate to them as individuals, observe their personalities, and enable a questioning of the prevailing “dominant Christian” representation that animals were vastly different from humans and lacked the capacity to feel.
Further, as Victorian society entrenched the gendered and classed division of society into public and private spheres, certain companion animals, like upper-class women, came to occupy a distinct leisurely role to denote appropriate class status. Indeed, the popularity of “ladies lap dogs” demonstrates the gendered associations animals conveyed that contributed to the domesticity of the home, a space idealized as “the refuge (for men) from work in all its negativity.” Women and children, but also animals, were critical to the construction of this refuge and the patriarchal “cult of domesticity” that prevailed within it. This new signification of space led to anthropomorphization and the glorification of companion animals, but also facilitated a partial reconceptualization of how humans ought to treat nonhuman animals in general.

At the same time as proximity to animals in the home prompted a rethinking of human–animal relations more broadly, imperialism and the need to maintain a “civilized” identity vis-à-vis colonized peoples provided a further incentive to target certain violent practices in the metropole toward animals as “cruel.” Their condemnation and eventual prohibition could then bolster the claim to a more civilized and progressive “home” culture and nation. As Grace Moore notes, “While for Victorians the city was the epitome of civilization and progress, cruelty to animals had become a sign of the metropolis’s savage underbelly and a dangerous reminder of the perils of backsliding.”

The twin civilizing rationales for anticruelty reform—to cultivate a civilized status vis-à-vis the countryside and the colony—worked in tandem to shield the animal-based, and very violent, practices associated with the upper classes from the ambit of reform. By targeting instead the practices associated with the lower classes at the domestic level, the superior “national” identity of England could be articulated vis-à-vis colonial societies without jeopardizing Victorian animal-based practices. As a result, the early anticruelty statutes targeted what were seen to be lower-class abuses in blood sports and industry, while sideling other activities, such as foxhunting, associated with the upper classes. In part, this appears to be pragmatic, as some animal welfare organizations received their central funding and support from upper classes. Upper-class blood sports such as hunting, however, were also justified by nationalist gendered and imperial rhetoric suggesting that too much caring about animals threatened the “good old British fighting spirit” that defined cultivated British masculinity.

The civilizing focus on lower-class abuses is also reflective of the Benthamite philosophical influence that criticized the suffering of animals but not their exploitation, as well as the evangelical teachings that stressed that a primary
benefit of these statutes would be their ability to elevate human morals.\textsuperscript{61} Compassion toward animals, which centered on the utilitarian notion that killing is justifiable given the ends but “prolonged suffering” was not, conveyed a civilized, Christian sensibility.\textsuperscript{62} Exhibiting such kindness toward sentient animals confirmed one’s middle-class status and Christian identity; through adopting this orientation the lower classes acquired a way of thinking and feeling that would counter not only cruelty to animals and humans but a range of social ills produced by urbanization to which they were thought to be prone.\textsuperscript{63} Anticruelty proponents at that time sought to popularize compassion toward animals to a resisting public through two religious rationales: first, that humans should be kind to animals over whom they have dominion, and this models the relationship that God has with humans; and second, that compassion is a virtue that should extend (albeit in hierarchical order) to all God’s creations, and it is the duty of the British, at the apex of human civilization, to widen its circle of compassion (or “of inclusion”).\textsuperscript{64}

As intimated above, the evangelical-based animal advocacy at this juncture operated in the context of a national urge to improve public morals in general that in turn led to intense philanthropic motivation for a variety of causes aimed at addressing moral vices associated with the poor.\textsuperscript{65} Civilizing and religious rationales used to promote animal reform efforts were also present in campaigns against child labor and for women’s rights in the metropole, and connections between the subordination of such human groups and animals were drawn.\textsuperscript{66} These campaigns advanced in part by exploiting British fears that the British could not legitimately distinguish themselves from the foreign populations they were colonizing, and thereby justify their civilizing missions that turned, in part, on narratives about how poorly women and children were treated, if they themselves did not treat women and children better.\textsuperscript{67} Upper-class Victorians thus began to associate superiority along class and racial lines, at home and abroad, with the inability to tolerate certain forms of suffering, thereby providing a frame of reference into which animal suffering could enter and resonate.\textsuperscript{68} Education against animal cruelty during childhood was viewed as a productive way to cultivate kindness in general so that those seen as most inclined to cruelty—lower-class men—would learn self-discipline against all forms of depravity.\textsuperscript{69}

We can see then how multiple social phenomena (urbanization and the rise in companion animal-keeping, the idealization of domesticity, Evangelical concerns about cultivating kindness and morality, political concerns to distinguish the metropole from the colonies) all prompted a broad rethinking of
how humans should relate to animals. These class, gender, religious, and race discourses together contributed to an overarching sense of civilizational order central to which were ideas about the type of human–animal relations a properly civilized society should model in the metropole. This sense of how humans should behave toward animals pivoted on a double standard. Christianity, as a religious doctrine espousing human dominion over animals, and Victorian thinking, in its promotion of a highly class- and gender-conscious regime of morality, created a domestic animal anticruelty discourse with similar biases. Nationalist discourses of what was important to Britain’s identity and what threatened its civilizing image were similarly selective.

Benthamite utilitarianism, as a social theory built on classist and colonial prejudices, was not sufficient as a secular theory to expose the contradictions above even when religious justifications started to fall out of favor in the latter part of the eighteenth century and the Victoria era came to its close.70 The colonial expansion that was occurring simultaneously instead ensured that the problematic multilayered discourse of species, race, class, gender, and religious differences reached new audiences.

Advancing the Colonial Civilizing Mission—Animal Markers of Civilizational Superiority

While the upper-class and refined middle-class scrutiny fell on lower-class practices at home, the attention of the nation overall extended abroad to instigate reform in the colonies.71 The civilizing impulse is particularly pronounced in the colonial context where class, race, gender, and Christian discourses shaped colonial law reform.72 Christianity was particularly significant as it linked evangelical zeal with empire.73 Brett Shadle’s extensive analysis of how anticruelty discourse circulated in Kenya illustrates how these discourses worked together.74 Although bourgeois sentiments about what constituted barbarism and savagery in Kenya relied on several sources of “evidence,” perceptions about animal cruelty were formative to consolidating colonial identity and justifying the civilizing mission overall.75 Interestingly, whereas the British used corporal violence to motivate Kenyans to change other perceived cultural practices deemed unacceptable, the campaign against animal cruelty in Kenya was unique in trying to cultivate empathy through educational materials.76 The corporal violence, of course, helped the overall colonial project of subjugation of colonized peoples.77 The appeal to Kenyans’ empathy in relation to changing their behaviors toward animals, however, directly aligned with the mission to cultivate new morals of compassion and kindness in relation to animal suffer-
ing as a mark of civilized thinking. Both methods of civilizing (masculinized violence and feminized empathy) indicate that the focus on animal cruelty was primarily about legitimating colonialism rather than addressing animal suffering in its multitude of forms.

Pratik Chakrabarti illustrates a similar picture of the difference-laced dimensions of anticruelty statutes in British colonial India. Notably, he shows how the first Act for Prevention of Cruelty to Animals passed in 1869 centered on the distinction between the colonized and colonizer: “It was restricted to draft and sport animals used by Indians and did not refer to the use of animals in research or those used in British sports.” Chakrabarti discusses how animal experimentation was seen as integral to the masculine virtue of the British contrasted with the animal-worshipping, vegetarian Indian. Although this is not a point that Chakrabarti makes himself, others have noted the British perception of Indian vegetarianism as proof of the effeminate nature of Hindu masculinity. We may thus understand that the colonial dichotomy represented by British support for animal experimentation, but disavowal of Indian animal practices, was even more pronounced in its gendered significations. Similar to how nationalist struggles and colonial agendas marshaled women’s bodies discursively to advance their positions, Chakrabarti notes how animals became potent symbols of colonial and anticolonial forces: the British used attitudes toward animals as part of a rationale to justify colonial rule, while Hindu segments of the colonized mobilized resistance to British rule through organizing for cow protection. What both Shadle and Chakrabarti illustrate is how the discourses about anticruelty statutes in colonial contexts were imbricated in civilizing missions as opposed to primarily addressing animal suffering.

**Legislative Purposes Revealed**

The combination of race, religious, class, and gender thinking in informing the rise of anticruelty legislation at home and abroad is perhaps no more apparent than in the records of legislative debates surrounding anticruelty bills in Britain. An examination of these debates reveals how the main proponents of these bills in Parliament incorporated the notions of dominion and Christian ideals that were so critical to the social discourse about cruelty to animals and connected these to civilizing rationales. An examination of the landmark and passionate speech Lord Erskine gave introducing the first bill to the House of Lords in 1809 reveals the religious civilizing animus for the law behind his genuine concern about working animals and the ubiquitous daily suffering they could endure. It leaves no doubt about his invocation of dominant Christian ideology about
the dominion granted to man over “the lower world” to persuade his peers, promoting the view that with this power comes a moral duty to treat animals kindly. Lord Erskine insists that the bill wholly corresponds to this Christian duty, ensuring that although there is nothing in the law that challenges man's ability to use animals, the moral trust inherent in this God-given right to use animals demands that humans treat them kindly, given their equal capacities to suffer. In fact, this benevolence will better secure man’s dominion, the realization of which is the goal of “the whole moral system.”

The speech also makes evident that while Lord Erskine believes all of British society can benefit from education about this moral duty of all men, the messaging is most directed to the “lower orders” in society. The explicit and unabashed attribution of animal cruelty to the lower classes by members of Parliament during the readings of animal cruelty bills is a feature of the legislative debates that continued for over a century after Lord Erskine’s 1809 speech.

In addition to this class bias, the legislative debates also reveal the imperial legislative intent behind the bills. We can apprehend the view that the enactment of domestic statutes would foster Britain’s imperial ambitions in several passages from Lord Erskine’s 1809 speech where he expresses the belief that outlawing animal cruelty will elevate moral sentiment, allow other nations to model “the highest state of refinement and civilization,” cause humans to treat each other better, and thereby raise the prospects for global peace “under the dominion of enlightened man, the lord and governor of all.”

As Chien-hui Li notes, “This hope of a universal acceptance of Christianity and mercy toward animals was to evolve into the familiar British pride of empire.” This questionable pride still persists in former colonies of the British Empire. As the next section reveals, anticruelty statutes continue to be a repository of civilizational meaning for their domestic legal systems and societies and continue to demand no more than minimal behavioral modification through their textual scope and judicial interpretation.

**Contemporary Anticruelty Statutes—the Civilizing Mission Continues**

The common law as a whole was critical to the establishment of British nationalist identity and empire building. As the discussion above evinces, the specific laws addressing animal cruelty reinforced the overall imperial ideology about civilizational hierarchies as well as the need for moral elevation “at home” among certain lower-class populations. Although different in its precise contours given different historical and cultural contexts, the interrelation between
anticruelty laws and civilizing mind-sets has not disappeared but circulates today in jurisdictions where anticruelty legislation continues to operate. We can see this in two main ways.

**Dominant Practices Immune**

First, anticruelty law continues to selectively target minoritized practices as “cruel” while immunizing the vast range of normalized acts of violence against animals. Most notably, anticruelty legislation does not engage the institutionalized and routinized violence against animals in the food and research industries. In fact, these sites are almost always excluded from the purview of any applicable statutes by explicit exclusions. American legislation is illustrative. Federal law ensuring “humane” treatment in industrial agriculture does not address how animals are raised. Even then the standards are minimal, and the legislation specifically excludes chicken from its ambit. Of the ten billion animals slaughtered for human consumption in the United States annually, chickens and other poultry account for 92 percent of that body count. We find the same kind of exclusion at the federal level in the realm of research. The Animal Welfare Act, a statute providing for minimal standards for the treatment of animals in research laboratories, excludes rats, mice, and birds, which together account for 95 percent of all animals used in research. The statutes are already weak in substance, and the explicit exclusions render them almost impotent in their power to protect animals.

Where explicit exclusions do not exist, implicit exclusions deliver the same effect. Judges generate these implicit exclusions through their interpretations of the legislation, concluding that they are not meant to impugn socially acceptable institutional practices. As noted above, most often, it is the individual animal abuser whose aberrant actions (torturing cats, beating dogs) are targeted or individual owners who do not maintain adequate shelter, food, or veterinary care for their animals through gross neglect (horses found starving, hoarding of cats, exposing animals to extreme temperatures, etc.). Industrial practices and dominant cultural and economic uses of animals are largely immune, irrespective of the level of violence against animals.

Francione has documented this differentiation in the enforcement of state anticruelty laws. A sampling of some of the legislation illustrates Francione’s argument. Returning to New York, a jurisdiction whose original anticruelty statute was generative for so many other states, we see that its current anticruelty statute states that “torture” or “cruelty” includes every act, omission, or neglect, whereby unjustifiable physical pain, suffering, or death is caused
or permitted. The New York law states, among other offenses, that anyone who “unjustifiably injures, maims, mutilates or kills any animal, whether wild or tame, and whether belonging to himself or to another,” commits a misdemeanor. While the contemporary law includes wild animals in its purview, it still relies on the familiar trope of associating “cruelty/torture” only with suffering that is “unjustifiable.” Without explicit statutory guidance for defining what is or is not “unjustifiable,” judges may easily inscribe the term with anthropocentric meaning. What is more, the statute exempts “any properly conducted scientific tests, experiments or investigations, involving the use of living animals, performed or conducted in laboratories or institutions, which are approved for these purposes by the state commissioner of health,” making it clear that such use of animals is clearly justifiable.

New York also has a separate offense for “aggravated cruelty.” The provision states:

A person is guilty of aggravated cruelty to animals when, with no justifiable purpose, he or she intentionally kills or intentionally causes serious physical injury to a companion animal with aggravated cruelty. For purposes of this section, “aggravated cruelty” shall mean conduct which:

(i) is intended to cause extreme physical pain; or
(ii) is done or carried out in an especially depraved or sadistic manner.

Again, the concept of unjustifiable is used to qualify what will count as “aggravated cruelty” even where, as per subsection (ii), the conduct is “carried out in an especially depraved or sadistic manner.” Recall that acts determined sadistic are one of the few types of acts that trigger anticruelty convictions. The New York law, then, is an example of current anticruelty legislation that condemns socially aberrant behavior, but claws back even this minimal scope of protection to allow a person to avoid the application of the statute if the act has a “justifiable purpose.” Again, the assessment of what is or is not “justifiable” will turn on interpretation, and it is at this interpretive moment that the wider social and cultural context will apply to construe a legislative meaning that accords with community norms. Moreover, the offense of aggravated cruelty is also narrowed by explicit exemptions. Paragraph two of the provision states that nothing in the section is meant to interfere with lawful hunting, trapping, fishing, research, and other human uses.

The highly qualified and exempting structure of the New York law is not an anomaly. One of Francione’s central points in Animals, Property, and the Law is the similarity to each other of anticruelty laws in this regard. The numerous
exemptions in anticruelty statutes excluding institutional and normalized uses of animals “are not exceptional, but, rather, are the rule when dealing with commodified animals.”

The Racialized and Religious Underpinnings of Contemporary Cruelty Standards

Glen Elder, Jennifer Wolch, and Jody Emel have built on Francione’s legal welfarist analysis by noting the racialized religious nature of practices that prompt anticruelty concern in communities. An exemplar of this pattern is the municipal ordinances that gave rise to the US Supreme Court case of *Church of Lukumi Babalu Aye v. City of Hialeah*, which the city of Hialeah, Florida, passed to prevent the opening of a Santeria church and related organizations. The planned complex and attendant activities would have involved the ritual slaughter of animals, a practice that the Santeria petitioners claimed was integral to their religion. Soon after the plans for the opening of the church were announced, the city held a meeting at which it passed Resolution 87-66 affirming its wish to prohibit religious practices that were “inconsistent with public morals, peace or safety.” Critical to the further legislative action being contemplated was the prohibition on the ritual slaughter of animals not raised specifically for food.

Knowing that, as a matter of constitutional law, the municipality could not pass any laws that were in conflict with state laws, the city sought legal advice from Florida’s attorney general as to whether its intended ban on animal sacrifice would violate the state’s anticruelty statute, which banned “unnecessary” suffering. As the court describes, the ensuing legal opinion from Florida concluded that the “ritual sacrifice of animals for purposes other than food consumption” was not a ‘necessary’ killing and so was prohibited. The court notes further, “The attorney general appeared to define ‘unnecessary’ as ‘done without any useful motive, in a spirit of wanton cruelty or for the mere pleasure of destruction without being in any sense beneficial or useful to the person killing the animal.’” Having received state clearance for an animal cruelty-related ordinance, the city passed a series of ordinances—one of which specifically incorporated the Florida anticruelty law—that collectively outlawed animal sacrifice for ritual purposes. The church contested the ordinances on the basis of the First Amendment’s free establishment clause but lost in the District Court and Court of Appeals. The church succeeded, however, at the US Supreme Court, which ruled that the ordinances violated the free exercise of religion and was not justified by a compelling government interest.
The Supreme Court, to its credit, recognized the arbitrariness of the municipal ordinances in their collective prohibition of ritual slaughter where animals are not deliberately raised for food purposes (thus excluding kosher slaughter, licensed killing establishments, as well as any unlicensed killing of animals for food consumption). In a rare instance of judicial recognition of the discretion incorporated into an anticruelty statute and the discriminatory effects it can lead to, the Court writes:

The problem . . . is the interpretation given to the ordinance by (the City) and the Florida attorney general. Killings for religious reasons are deemed unnecessary, whereas most other killings fall outside the prohibition. The city, on what seems to be a *per se* basis, deems hunting, slaughter of animals for food, eradication of insects and pests, and euthanasia as necessary. . . . Respondent’s application of the ordinance’s test of necessity devalues religious reasons for killing by judging them to be of lesser import than nonreligious reasons. Thus, religious practice is being singled out for discriminatory treatment. (internal citations omitted)

The Court underscores the distinction drawn between religious and secular reasons for killing. In comparing the other nontargeted killing that is still allowed in the city, including the acceptance of the killing of live rabbits in greyhound training, the Court’s reasoning conveys a sense of the arbitrariness of the distinction and its underlying basis in dominant values. Indeed, the Court notes that the ordinances do not condemn “killings that are no more necessary or humane in almost all other circumstances.” The Court also discusses the actual record of public comments made at the initial city meeting where Resolution 87-66 was passed, which reveals repeated expressions of the view that Santeria practices must be banned, as they were in opposition to dominant Christianity and American values.

Moreover, later in the judgment, when the Court discusses the “general applicability” of the ordinances—a second doctrinal step in the constitutional analysis mandated by the jurisprudence on the free exercise clause that examines whether the contested law applies equally to all religions—the Court highlights the underinclusiveness of the ordinances and the value-laden selectiveness of the laws.

The city concedes that “neither the State of Florida nor the City has enacted a generally applicable ban on the killing of animals.” It asserts, however, that animal sacrifice is “different.” . . . According to the city, it is “self-evident” that killing animals for food is “important”; the eradication of insects and pests is “obviously justified”; and the euthanasia of excess animals “makes sense.” These *ipse dixit* do not explain why religion alone must bear the burden of the ordinances, when many of these secular killings fall within the city’s interest in preventing the cruel treatment of animals.
The passage is a rare and thus remarkable moment of judicial recognition of some of the double standards that attend human cultural attitudes about the acceptable use of animals that lay bare the city’s reliance on a majoritarian pattern of unexplained “common sense” to legitimate the underinclusiveness of the ordinances.\textsuperscript{129}

The Supreme Court’s judgment in \textit{Church of Lukumi Babalu} places anti-cruelty laws under close examination to reveal the value judgments that are inherent to determinations of cruelty. The judgment provides a clear example of how anticruelty laws are still heavily implicated in discourses of difference in the present day that legitimate majoritarian practices and target minoritized ones. Although the Supreme Court denounces the hypocrisy of the majoritarian purposes of the anticruelty ordinances, it would be a mistake to consider the decision as a welcome development for animals for this reason alone. \textit{Church of Lukumi Babalu} turns on the religious infringement, that is, the human constitutional right violation; it does not turn on the protection of animal interests.\textsuperscript{130}

\textit{The Corporate Underpinnings of Contemporary Majoritarian Standards about “Cruelty”}

\textit{National Meat Association v. Harris (Attorney General of California)} arose from the aftermath of an undercover video shot by the Humane Society of the United States in 2008.\textsuperscript{131} The video showed footage of animals at a California slaughterhouse who were unable to walk on the kill floor—referred to by the industry term of \textit{downer} animals—being subjected to painful treatment to motivate them to stand up so that they could proceed to slaughter.\textsuperscript{132} The video’s release prompted widespread concern; some of which was about animal welfare, but most of which was related to the health and safety of humans who consume injured and ill animals once they are rendered as “meat.”\textsuperscript{133} The public outcry resulted in the largest animal flesh recall in United States history.\textsuperscript{134} California responded by passing California Penal Code 599 to prohibit the slaughter for consumption of nonambulatory animals, thereby creating a legal counter to industry practices to make nonambulatory animals move toward slaughter by any means possible to maximize profits.

Given this encroachment in revenue, the National Meat Association sued California, claiming that the state provisions were preempted by the federal statute on meat inspection that applied to slaughterhouses in California.\textsuperscript{135} Under the Federal Meat Inspection Act,\textsuperscript{136} animals must be classified into one of three different categories at the slaughterhouse prior to slaughter by the
Federal Meat Inspection Act (FMIA) inspectors. If animals present with a condition on a list of condemned conditions, they must be slaughtered separately from their peers, and no part of the dead body may be used for human consumption. If animals are not suffering from one of the condemned conditions but are nonambulatory, they are classified as “US Suspect,” and, if their condition does not improve, they are slaughtered separately. Here, however, the body awaits a further inspection to see what parts of the carcass are fit for human consumption.

The National Meat Association argued that the new California law contradicted the FMIA inasmuch as it treated the second category of animals differently: whereas federal law adopted a “wait and see” approach to nonambulatory animals, state law precluded their slaughter altogether. As the FMIA contained a clause that invalidated any state law that established a different regulatory regime than that provided for under the FMIA, the National Meat Association argued that California’s prohibition on the slaughter of nonambulatory pigs for human consumption conflicted with the FMIA’s specific preemption clause. The Supreme Court agreed, holding that the California regulatory scheme varied from the federal one.

According to Justice Elena Kagan, who delivered the unanimous judgment for the Court, the FMIA “regulates the inspection, handling, and slaughter of livestock for human consumption.” Because it referentially incorporates the Humane Methods of Slaughter Act of 1958 (HMSA), the Court also accepts that it addresses the “humane handling of animals” and that the mandate of the administrative agency charged with enforcing the FMIA, the Department of Agriculture’s Food Safety and Inspection Service, includes “humane slaughter.” In fortifying its reasoning that the FMIA is concerned with animal welfare, the Court also highlights a regulation under the FMIA itself that is related to “humane treatment” by directing that “slaughterhouse employees may not drag conscious, nonambulatory animals” and may move them only with “equipment suitable for such purposes.” The Court further notes “employees must place nonambulatory animals, as well as other sick and disabled livestock, in covered pens sufficient to protect the animals from adverse climatic conditions.” These characterizations of both statutes and their regulations appear at the outset of the judgment and are reinforced later as well in response to the Humane Society’s argument that the California provisions address anticruelty provisions, whereas the scheme of the FMIA does not.

As David Cassuto argues in his critical appraisal of the judgment, the Court’s reading of the HMSA (incorporated, as noted above, into the FMIA) as a guar-
The author of “humane” treatment during slaughter is overdetermined. Cassuto cites several weaknesses of the HMSA in protecting animals. He notes that the statute, which was passed in 1906, was meant to regulate slaughterhouses to better ensure the health and safety of the workers, not the animals. When the text of the regulation is examined, one sees that workers are supposed to minimize injury “as little as possible.” Such open-ended language, Cassuto notes, conveys immense discretion and little incentive for the workers to self-regulate in any meaningful way when facing pressures from superiors about minimizing the number of animals not sent to slaughter. Another HMSA provision indicates that all animals must be stunned before slaughter, but Cassuto notes that the intensely demanding pace of slaughter invariably entails that stunning will not be effective in all cases and that some animals will proceed through the process still conscious. In addition to noting the weaknesses of the regulations as they apply to the animals covered by the HMSA, Cassuto also reminds that the HMSA excludes 98 percent of animals sent to slaughter in the United States from its purview by explicitly excluding birds (and thus chickens) from its “protective” provisions.

The Court overlooked all these important elements constituting the reality of slaughter and simply assumed that the FMIA addresses “humane” slaughter. This characterization of one of the statute’s purposes was a critical move in favor of the National Meat Association as it enabled the Court to reach the conclusion that the California provisions violate the FMIA’s preemption clause by addressing the same subject matter (“humane” slaughter) in a different way. The finding that California Penal Code 599 triggered the FMIA’s preemption clause invalidated California’s antislaughter regulatory scheme.

The Harris judgment is a leading and recent example of judicial laxity in upholding meaningful protective standards for animals and of deference not only to industry arguments about the scope of humane laws but also to the corporate industry norms that anticruelty laws implicitly incorporate into definitions of acceptable and unacceptable animal treatment under these laws. Despite the Court’s ability in Church of Lukumi Babalu to spot the hypocrisy in how states define “cruelty” and interpret the meaning of what is necessary and what is not under their anticruelty statutes, the Court is not able to translate its critical acumen there into a judgment that detects the marginal influence of animal welfare laws like HMSA and FMIA in protecting animals. The result in both Supreme Court cases is less protection for animals.

Moreover, having reviewed the Court’s reasoning in Harris, we are now better able to appreciate a point made earlier: had the city of Hialeah ordinances banned all animal slaughter as “cruelty,” and thus avoided a constitutional
violation on religious grounds, the city would have been held to violate the FMIA because of its preemption clause. It would, of course, also likely have violated Florida’s anticruelty law that permitted the killing of animals. Both state anticruelty laws and federal animal welfare law reflect dominant economic and cultural norms about how animals can be exploited with minimal regard to their welfare. What is telling with Harris is that here we have a state law from California that sought to do more; it sought to institute a new standard for the industry by banning the sale and thus consumption of all nonambulatory animals. Because it is in its own minority and subordinate to federal position in the overall landscape of the regulation of agricultural industry standards, the existing corporate industry standards that enjoy majoritarian status prevail.

Under this type of community value-determined “cruelty” framework, it is apparent how even the actions of institutional actors that try to circumvent any industry standards that may exist about animal treatment will appear as violations to the cultural and thus legal order. The contemporary operation of anticruelty laws, like their historical counterparts, continues to privilege practices accepted by the majority. Their protective radar falls, then, on minoritized practices within an industry or community. What comes across in the legal texts examined here is an appetite to use anticruelty statutes as an agent of civilization to outlaw practices a community deems immoral or “backward”; as Church of Lukumi Babalu illustrates, these targeted practices are those considered aberrant or deviant by cultural elites, often because of racialized and religious prejudices. Such “common sense” about what is civilized or not assumes that long-standing dominant cultural (including economic) practices at the slaughterhouse or elsewhere are beyond reproach. Both Church of Lukumi Babalu and Harris attest to the influence that powerful political and economic institutional actors exert in contributing to this largely unexamined common sense about what a civilized society will tolerate.

**Ongoing Relevance of Civilizational Discourse**

Although written decisions addressing anticruelty statutes are relatively limited—a phenomenon related to the rate at which offenses come to light and are prosecuted—even the relatively few cases that do exist exhibit civilizational discourse. Two appellate cases from the Canadian context demonstrate this. The first is the leading Canadian case on anticruelty. The second is a recent dissent that provides the most sophisticated and animal-friendly analysis to date of anticruelty statutes. In both, civilizational discourse is evident.

In *R v. Ménard*, which continues to be the leading Canadian case on the application of anticruelty legislation, the accused had a business capturing and
killing cats and dogs who lived outdoors and over whom no humans claimed ownership.\textsuperscript{159} This was not the illegal part;\textsuperscript{160} what brought on the criminal charges of cruelty toward animals was the method he used. Ménard constructed a metal box where he would put the animal and to which he would hook up a motor that emitted carbon monoxide fumes that would kill the animals.\textsuperscript{161} Their deaths were slow and painful, as the gas burned their skin significantly.\textsuperscript{162} The court found that Ménard had “wilfully caused to animals pain, suffering or injuries”\textsuperscript{163} and that this pain and injury was not “inevitable taking into account the purpose sought and the means reasonably available.”\textsuperscript{164}

The case is notable and authoritative because of the extensive discussion provided by Justice Antonio Lamer (who was later to become the Chief Justice of Canada’s Supreme Court) as to the purpose and application of animal welfare statutes. Justice Lamer’s reasoning reveals the anthropocentric and speciesist biases of both the legislation and the judicial interpretation of cruelty toward animals. His judgment also explicitly evinces the class, race, and gender dimensions of the dominant property paradigm that guides the judicial protection of animals. This occurs in his discussion of “necessity” and in his related explanation of the place of animals in society, where it is transparent that the legal conceptualization of “necessity” is tethered to the court’s appraisal of the value of animals in the larger cultural order.

After reciting the legal precedents for this case—cases that, not insignificantly, were decided in the late 1800s and early 1900s—Justice Lamer engages with the question of “necessity.” He finds that it is the court’s role to balance the animal’s suffering against the necessity of the human endeavor that this suffering advances.\textsuperscript{165} This framework presupposes the supremacy of humans, and according to Justice Lamer, guards “against the danger of confusing compassion with sentimentality.”\textsuperscript{166} Having oriented the decision on an anthropocentric axis, where human needs can be fulfilled despite the animal suffering that might result, Justice Lamer turns to justifying this with familiar civilizational language. He writes:

\begin{quote}
The animal is inferior to man and takes its place within a hierarchy of the animals, and above all is a part of nature with all its “racial and natural” selections. The animal is subordinate to nature and to man. . . . This is why, in setting standards for the behaviour of men towards animals, we have taken into account our privileged position in nature.\textsuperscript{167}
\end{quote}

Justice Lamer’s reasoning combines social Darwinist and anthropocentric thinking to marginalize not only animals but also humans along racial and gender lines. The term \textit{man} is used unhesitatingly, and the quotations around
“racial and natural” do not adequately acknowledge the racist ideology inherent to this harnessing of social Darwinist reasoning. Of course, counsel did not tender evidence about these theories; rather, Justice Lamer simply takes judicial notice of hierarchical ways of thinking about species, race, and gender differences as normalized cultural precepts for his legal analysis. He goes on to fortify his points, all but explicitly acknowledging the colonial mentality from which he is working:

Thus men . . . do not renounce the right given to them by their position as supreme creatures to put animals at their service to satisfy their needs, but impose on themselves a rule of civilization by which they renounce, condemn and repress all infliction of pain, suffering or injury on animals.

Recall how the phenomenon of cruelty to animals was historically used to gauge civilizational status and justify the civilizing mission. Responsiveness to a particular type of animal suffering is again invoked in this more contemporary case as a marker of civilization and cultural superiority. And similar to how this animal-informed civilizational discourse circulated earlier, the court’s reasoning here implicitly relies on dominant Christian religious understandings of man’s natural dominion over animals. The current reasoning also resembles its historical counterpart by confirming human entitlement to exploit animals as resources and thus exhibits a double standard as to what counts as cruelty. Indeed, Justice Lamer even concedes a little later in the judgment that even though consuming animals as food is not necessary, it is acceptable because of species privilege.

The Ménard decision was rendered in 1978, but its status as the highest-level judicial pronouncement on the application of the federal anticruelty provisions means that its civilizational explanations about the purpose, scope, and application of anticruelty statutes continues to inform this area of law in Canada. Even a recent appellate and progressive animal-friendly decision finds the civilizational factor in Ménard a compelling enough point to affirm. In a dissenting decision that is also remarkable for the posthumanist reading it gives to anticruelty legislation—an interpretation of what the statute demands that exceeds the usual tepid welfarist interpretation these statutes receive—civilizational discourse is still present. Chief Justice Catherine Fraser of the Alberta Court of Appeal rendered a groundbreaking dissenting opinion in a 2011 case involving Lucy, a captive elephant kept at a government zoo in Edmonton, Alberta, who was suffering from social isolation and multiple chronic health problems. The decision is unprecedented in Canadian law because of its
responsiveness to animal vulnerability in general, its sophisticated discussion of the field of animal law, and its willingness to push anticruelty law beyond its usual limited purview, particularly by virtue of its characterization of the Alberta government’s failure to act to protect Lucy as a legal issue implicating the rule of law.171 No other appellate-level decision in Canada or the United States has delivered such an animal-friendly analysis of anticruelty law.

Despite these remarkable features, the decision incorporates Ménard’s civilizational language and, by implication, its contested civilizational ideology. Indeed, Chief Justice Fraser stresses that anticruelty as a principle “continues to be the norm in Canada today” and, citing the passage from Ménard above, declares that it “is now so ingrained in our society that it is considered a rule of civilization [footnotes omitted].”172 While she does not cite the Ménard passage reminiscent of social Darwinism in her decision, she nevertheless states later in the judgment that a “reasonable regard for vulnerable animals” is a trait “that a civilized society should show.”173 It may be too much to expect that the chief justice would have problematized civilizational rhetoric in her judgment, especially given all the other progressive insights of the analysis and the legal issue at stake. It would also be unfair to criticize her for relying on Ménard, given the importance of precedent to the common law method and her overall purpose in reasoning to an end point that animal issues should be taken seriously.

Yet it is still possible to observe that her incorporation of the civilizational language from Ménard attests to the ongoing resonance of civilizational hierarchy in anticruelty jurisprudence to situate one society as more advanced than others. Chief Justice Fraser’s highlighting of legal doctrine that recognizes anticruelty laws as a “rule of civilization” to advance Lucy’s interests rests on the premise that Canada belongs to the realm of civilized countries and intimates that other countries do not. A concern need not attach to every mention of civilizational language, of course. But when civilizational discourse rests on case law that exhibits clear civilizational ideology and forms part of an overarching jurisprudence in common law countries that gives explicit and implicit legal immunity to culturally dominant violence toward animals, the language confirms the contemporary participation of anticruelty laws in reinforcing multiple hierarchies of difference.

Anticruelty statutes, then, continue to be shaped by the selective distinctions drawn by their historical precursors. They still embody a double standard in that a practice will be classified as “cruel” not because of the amount of suffering involved but because of corporate and otherwise majoritarian views of
the legitimacy of the practice. As in Victorian times when these statutes first started to gain traction, such majoritarian views are often heavily shaped by class, religious, cultural, and/or racialized norms of how “civilized” humans and societies should interact with animals. A second, less frequent, but nonetheless instructive way in which more recent anticruelty laws operate as civilizing agents occurs through the explicit civilizational language that appears in some notable anticruelty cases.

Conclusion

The primary critique that critical animal law scholars have lodged against anticruelty legislation involving assessments of what is “humane” treatment of animals is the latter’s welfarist scope. These scholars have noted that such laws were not designed or interpreted to abolish routine human and institutional violence against animals or disturb the property status of animals. Rather, they were a legal attempt to elevate human morals; by promoting kind behavior toward animals, these laws aimed to inculcate better public morals in general. Anticruelty laws’ welfarist scope is not their only limitation. These laws are also imperial to the extent that the behavior against animals that they typically target corresponds with problematic ideologies of civilizational status. Not only were the laws aimed at elevating public morals, but they were part of an agenda to secure the “civilized” identity of imperial powers and justify their power-laden civilizing missions vis-à-vis domestic and colonial populations.

Specifically, the onset of industrialization, religious revival, and the colonial enterprise contributed to new mind-sets about how “civilized” humans should interact with animals. In England, concerns about animal welfare gained in importance as part of the evangelical moral surveillance amid urbanization and the gendered romanticism and sentimentalism of the Victorian era. These sensibilities served to denote a higher-class status and dominant Christian values, and thus more civilized outlooks. These notions about civilizational status and animal–human relations were also taken abroad and were visible in colonial justifications for Christian civilizing missions. The anticruelty issue, much like the colonizer perception of how women were treated in the colonies, entrenched colonial ideas about racial and religious difference. Ideas about class, race, religion, and gender thus centrally contributed to the emergence and meaning of anticruelty legislation.

Anticruelty laws did not cease to be civilizing agents in the postcolonial period. Contemporary legislation and jurisprudence in the United States and
Canada reveal the investment that anticruelty laws continue to make in civilizational discourse and ideologies. Current legislation is still effectively directed at the practices of minoritized individuals and communities, while the normalized institutional exploitation of animals continues unabated. Moreover, some cases still explicitly identify the civilizing influence of anticruelty statutes as one of their valuable purposes. For this reason, anticruelty laws merit criticism not only for their welfarist limitations but also for their imperial implications. Both grounds of criticism may be invoked to demonstrate the selective nature of anticruelty laws and the limits of what may typically be achieved under welfarist and imperial calibrations of “necessary” versus “unnecessary” suffering.

In excavating anticruelty law’s imperial features, my intent is not to excuse the suffering visited on animals by minoritized communities or marginalized individuals. As Claire Jean Kim has noted, resistive responses to mainstream cultural surveillance through anticruelty initiatives have themselves “gone imperial” in complaining about Western cultural imperialism while continuing to assert their human superiority over animals.174 Nor should the present argument entail a singling out of law reform efforts dedicated to animal advocacy. After all, a similar critique about the civilizational origins and continuing marginalizing effects of human rights discourse and laws could also be made.175 Given the incrementalist and conservative method of the common law, its historical discursive and material participation in social stratifications of all kinds,176 and the continued dominance of various masculinist, Christian, and classist understandings that ground its most basic norms (such as the reasonable person, the concept of property and autonomy, etc.),177 almost every contemporary social justice-seeking law reform effort could be impugned as extending the imperial reach of problematic legal rhetoric. Indeed, the debate between critical legal scholars and feminist and critical race theorists about the desirability of rights discourse and the focus on rights in feminist and critical race advocacy pivots on this line of critique.178

The reading offered here of the imperialist and welfarist dimensions to anticruelty law can contribute instead to the debate in animal advocacy circles between those who believe in animal welfare efforts and those who do not as a productive means to end animal suffering. Currently, as stated at the outset, the criticism of animal welfare laws has centered on their selective nature. It is hoped that the additional insights here of how closely the selective nature of the law has aligned with imperial agendas and continues to produce social difference and reinforce existing power relations between humans and animals as well as among humans will further indicate the urgent need to develop a different legal framework to genuinely address and end animal suffering. At
the very least, the critique of anticruelty laws as welfarist and imperial can underscore the need to fundamentally shift the interpretation these statutes typically receive so that routine and everyday dominant institutional practices that harm animals will come under the ambit of what is “unnecessary/unjustifiable/inhumane” human treatment of animals.
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10. It should be noted that I am refraining from using scare quotations around problematic terms such as *civilizing missions*. This is for ease of reading as opposed to accepting these notions.


12. This is not to say that the actions were easily available. For example, Tannenbaum notes how several states enacted malicious mischief acts that applied only if malicious intent was exhibited (“Animals and the Law,” 551–64; see also David Favre and Vivien Tsang, “The Development of Anti-Cruelty Laws during the 1800s,” *Detroit College of Law Review* 1 [1993]: 5). At common law, the definition of personal property, or chattels, was established largely on the grounds of economically useful domestic animals. Tannenbaum discusses how domesticated animals were the most valuable forms of personal property and, thus, how they were integral to the definition of chattels. Chattels could be the grounds for legal action, but remedies were limited to the value of the animal rather than the same animal. This was based on the notion that animals were fungible. See Tannenbaum, “Animals and the Law,” 551–64.
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